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Education, history and Education, history and 
politicspolitics

Are schools shaped by history?
How much does ‘politics’ impinge on 
schooling?



Map of Ireland and Map of Ireland and 
Northern IrelandNorthern Ireland
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A 1000 years of history on A 1000 years of history on 
two slidestwo slides

Since 1087 English 
‘interest’ in Ireland
Mainly driven by need for 
security/colonial 
mentality?
Plantations of Scottish 
and English settlers in 
17th century
Growing demands by 
Irish for autonomy from 
18th-20th century
1921 Partition of Ireland

Northern 
Ireland

England

Wales

Republic of 
Ireland

Scotland



19211921--20082008

Norther Ireland part of the UK; majority 
Protestant population votes for and is governed 
from Belfast
Republic of Ireland independent, hoping for 
unification of the whole island?
1968-1997 ‘The Troubles’; attempts to coerce 
UK into leaving NI by IRA resisted by Police 
(RUC) and British Army
1997 Good Friday Peace Agreement; power 
sharing between Sinn Fein (Gerry Adams and 
the Democratic Unionist Party (Ian Paisley/Peter 
Robinson)







The schooling landscape in The schooling landscape in 
Northern IrelandNorthern Ireland

94% of pupils attend either mainly ‘controlled’
(Protestant) or ‘maintained’ (Catholic) schools. 6% 
attend ‘integrated’ schools
37% of primary schools have less than 100 pupils (cf
England 14%)
Post-primary school population expected to decline by 
13% between 2005-2015.
Pupils take 11+ to transfer from primary to either 
‘grammar’ or ‘high schools’; now under review
High academic performance but high level of economic 
inactivity among adults (27.5% in NI cf 21% in UK)



Student Teachers (in NI)Student Teachers (in NI)

Either one year full time postgrad (PGCE); 
‘mixed’ at University of Ulster and QUB
Or 4 years concurrent (St Mary’s, Stranmillis)
PGCE secondary students; 24 weeks in school, 
12 in University (primary=18+18)
2 placements, one in ‘High school’ one in 
‘Grammar school’
Students generally choose to teach in the same 
kind of school they attended



ICT in schools in NIICT in schools in NI
1250 primary schools and 250 post-primary 
schools linked by broadband
Common hardware and software paid for (and 
refreshed) through public private finance 
initiative
Ratio of 1:4 PCs per pupil in secondary schools 
and 1:8 in primary. 
Every teacher has laptop
Virtual Learning Environment called LNI + video-
conferencing links through ‘marratech’



But whatBut what’’s ICT for?s ICT for?
Improving learning through ‘personalising’
it, making it more accessible?
Contributing to knowledge based 
economy… ICT skills for life
Developing citizenship skills and 
opportunities through contact with other 
schools?
What do you think?





2 case studies of ICT for 2 case studies of ICT for 
citizenshipcitizenship

The Dissolving 
Boundaries programme
Links primary, special and 
secondary schools in NI 
and across the border
Started in 1999
Involves 300 schools
Focus on purposeful 
contact through the 
curriculum
Based on links between 2 
schools

www.dissolvingboundaries.org



Using the technologyUsing the technology
Ip-ip video-links
Impact on special 
and primary 
schools



Using MoodleUsing Moodle

Forums; social interaction and 
talking about project
Wikis; building a shared on-line 
project together
Pupils working in ‘joint’ teams



Example 1 (primary forum)Example 1 (primary forum)



Example 2 Example 2 
(secondary wiki)(secondary wiki)



Impact on pupilsImpact on pupils

Improved ICT 
skills
Better 
understanding of 
‘other’
Developing 
sense of what 
‘collaborative 
learning’ means



Impact on TeachersImpact on Teachers

Better embedding of 
ICT in daily use
Professional 
development through 
contact with other 
teachers
Emerging sense of 
what collaborative 
learning involves



Working with schools Working with schools 
inside NIinside NIThe Digital 

Citizenship 
project
10 schools in NI 
working in 5 
cross-
community 
pairs
Focus on 
citizenship class 
with 15-16 year 
old students



What were our hopes for the What were our hopes for the 
project?project?

Children would get experience of 
discussing and facing controversial issues 
in a safe environment
Communication - develop ICT skills online 
and face to face
Social – develop awareness of 
protocol/exchange and relating to other 
people



Virtual and actual contactVirtual and actual contact

Contact starts with exchange of personal 
profiles through the VLE
Leads into joint work between mixed 
groups
Often involves a face to face meeting, 
sometimes on ‘neutral’ territory







Arriving at Arriving at OmaghOmagh CollegeCollege



A talk from Liam about foods A talk from Liam about foods 
and customs from other and customs from other 

culturescultures



Working in teamsWorking in teams







Conclusions; 1Conclusions; 1

NI teachers and students broadly 
‘positive’; different levels of ‘controversy’
Some difficulties with VLE
ICT not assessed after age 14
Pupils now see cross-community contact 
as ‘essential’ for citizenship education 



Conclusions 2Conclusions 2

What are the effects of limited contact?
48.3% of 19 year old students at 
University in NI had never worked with a 
partner (2008)
Should schools have e-partner? 
Mandatory=34.4%; ‘encouraged’=62.1%
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